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Construction of Airplane Engines
The Type of Engine Used is
One of the Most Important
Factors in Airplane Design
Julius Hulman, m.,'31
The airplane with its
most important component, the engine,is a subject
which appeals to our appreciation, both as humans
and engineers.
Man has gone a long way
toward conquering the air,
and the methods which he
has used are quite interesting.
The following article enumerates the
general
principles underlying the
construction of airplane
engines as well as the different types of engines
used to meet certain requirements.
When one begins the study of
the airplane engine he immediately
wishes to compare it with the automobile power plant engine, the
type with which he is familiar.
There is no radical difference between the two types. The airplane
The Rose Technic

engine is merely adapted to a
different kind of service and is
modified to meet conditions and
emergencies of the air flying.
That the airplane engine is substantial and adequate for the modern airplane is proved by the
recent endurance tests, some of
which ran as long as 400 hours.
Even then it was usually some
minor accessory that gave out.

Government Supervision
In order to maintain a high
standard all airplane engines must
pass a rigid set of government
tests before they are regarded as
airworthy. These tests include a
25 hour run with a speed of not
less than 90% full speed, or for
that for which rating is desired; 5
hours of the run must be at full
throttle.

Engine Requirements
Weight
The first factor that is to be considered is the weight. By weight
we mean weight complete with

carburetors and ignition system.
but without accessories, propellor,
fuel, oil, or water.
A complete airplane, including
engine and load must not weigh
more than 30 lbs. per each h. p. developed by its engine at full throttle. However, in order to obtain
satisfactory rates of climbing and
speed this ratio must be much
smaller. In fact for high speed
military planes it is usually about
6 lbs. per h. p. The ratio of total
airplane weight to the rated power
is called• the power loading of the
airplane.
It is evident that the weight per
h. p. of the engine must be a great
deal less than the power loading of
the airplane, so that a considerable
portion of the power loading may
remain to provide for the airplane
structure, the engine auxilliaries,
and the load to be carried. The
only engine able to meet this requirement is the internal combustion engine.
So we see a very important factor in designing airplane engines
is the weight per h. p. It is evident that large engines weigh less
per h. p. than the smaller engines,
because both sizes must carry the
same weight of pumps, carburetors, magnetoes, etc.
Light weight in the airplane
engine is achieved by details of de(Continued to page 24)
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Efficient Combustion
of Solid Fuels
Coal Bills Depend on
Proper Methods
and Equipment
Howard L. White, c.,'32
The efficient burning of
coal is a matter that concerns everyone. The size
of the gas, water and electricity bills in most localities dependsupon the manner in which the coal produces its heat. In this article Mr. White outlines
briefly the methods and equipment used to obtain
efficient combustion. He
also touches upon the use
of pulverized coal.—The
Editors.
Possibly it has never occurred
to you that the annoyance and
trouble caused by waiting for a
long string of loaded coal cars to
pass as you sat idly holding your
foot on the accelerator of your
car, was just a "wee mite" compared to the scratching of heads
of the folks who were called upon
to handle these very cars of coal.
Just consider, if you will, that all
the troubles of mining, loading,
transporting, unloading, and storing (and these make coal COST
money) are settled and the coal
is waiting at some big powerhouse to be utilized for your benefit. Yes, for your benefit—since
you use electricity, gas, and
water, and pay for the same.
Now, you thought that you were
not interested in those cars of
coal—but, you see, you are, very
much so. And wouldn't you be
curious to know why and in what
way the queer "bugs", who dope
out the methods of burning this
Page 6

Mechanical Stokers Add to the Efficiency of the Furnace

same coal, worry about it? Let's
see if you are.

Fundamentals
Consider, first, the elementary
principles to be put into practice
for the best results to come from
burning this coal. Of course, you
could build a fire on the grates
and raise steam in the boiler. The
coal could be stacked up in 'most
any manner and the fire would
be hot. But you are paying the
bill and certainly you want your
money's worth. So it will be
necessary to single out the various
items which cause the coal to
burn efficiently and to see that
each has its proper proportion.

Sufficient Oxygen
First, there must be sufficient
oxygen. In "Steam" (Babcock
and Wilcox) the statement is
made that "oxygen is the sole
supporter of combustion." The
cheapest source of oxygen is the
air, approximately one-fifth of
which is oxygen and four-fifths
nitrogen and other inert gasses.
Obviously, then, while sufficient
oxygen must be supplied, not too
much must be admitted to the
furnace as there would be much
heat lost in heating all of this
inert gas from room temperature
to stack temperature. That just
the proper amount has been used
can be determined by analysis of
the stack gases.

good combustion because all of
the gases that are distilled from
the coal during the heating process of the fire have high "ignition
points." According to an article
in "Power" for Nov. 26, 1928,
by Dean Potter and Prof. Solberg of Purdue University, the
ignition temperature for these
gases is between "1000 and 1200
degrees Fahrenheit." Since this
volatile content is distilled from
the coal and ignited before the
fixed carbon content., in the form
of coke, on the grate begins to
burn, it is evident that this coke,
too, must be at a high temperature to burn. Temperature must,
therefore, be a very considerable
factor if the fuel is to be efficiently burned.

Ample Time

Third, there should be, or must
be, ample time for all of these
burning reactions to take place.
Or perhaps it would be better to
say "space." The two, as regards
a furnace, are really the same.
For the relatively cold boiler surfaces must be far enough from
the grates so that unburnt, distilled gases arising from the coal
will have opportunity to form
their combinations with oxygen
and produce heat before they
strike these surfaces, as the gases
would be chilled below their
ignition points and, therefore,
would not burn. Just as when a
cold spoon is placed in a candle
flame, unburnt carbon is deposited
High Temperature
on the spoon. This would cause
lost heat. From this requirement
be
Next, the temperature must
of time it is quite evident why
about
sufficiently high to bring
The Rose Technic

boilers and furnaces are so very
tall.

Turbulence
Lastly, there should exist a
condition inside of the furnace
known to the combustion engineer
as "turbulence." This is really a
swirling, intermingling action of
the gases which gives every little
particle of uncombined gas an
opportunity to Combine with its
proper amount of oxygen. This
is very necessary, for there is
usually a large amount of carbon-monoxide, or carbon which
has picked up only half of the
oxygen that it is capable of combining with, coming up in the hot
gases as they arise from the
roasting coal. This CO must be
given a chance to combine with
additional oxygen and form
carbon-dioxide. Why? Because
carbon burned to carbon-monoxide will give but 4,430 units of
heat (B. t. u.'s) while carbon
burned to carbon-dioxide will
give 14,600 units, or more than
three times the heat! Certainly,
there must be turbulence.
Now let us consider some of
the mechanical means used to
bring about the desired results.
As you know, hand-fired grates
were the first kind of grates
used in general practice, air being admitted from underneath
the grates, very much the same
as in your hand-fired home furnace. These, though still used in
many installations, have decided
draw -backs. The newly-fired coal
is placed on top of the hot coals,
and, if placed too heavily, has a
tendency to "smother" the fire
at that point, producing large
amounts of carbon monoxide. Unless the furnace space is very
high, much of this gas will
escape to the atmosphere, with
its attendant loss of heat. Since
the openings below the grate are
kept adjusted to supply the requisite air, any opening of the
fire-door to throw in coal results
in admitting excess air—which,
not needed, and heated from room
temperature to stack temperature,
c/uses loss of heat. Evidently,
hand-fired grates depend largely
rpon the ability of the fireman;
The Rose Technic
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Efficient Combustion is Necessary for Economical Operation of Large Turbines

who must fire his coal frequently,
a little at a time, and quickly.
Because of the disadvantages
of the hand-fired grates—not the
least of these being the large
amount of labor needed to fire
them—mechanical stokers were
invented.

Mechanical Stokers
According to Babcock and Wilcox, mechanical stokers may be
divided into three classes: chaingrate (c ontinuous traveling
grates, hence "chain"), overfeed,
and underfeed.
The chain-grate stoker is fed
from a large hopper in front of
the furnace, so that a continuous
bed of unbroken fire is traveling
from the front of the furnace to
the rear as the fuel is burned, the
ash dropping from the grate in
the rear. This type of stoker
works particularly well with the
types of coal mined in Indiana
and vicinity, coals that have a
high ash content and require the
continuous removal from the
grates of the ash which has a
tendency to clinker. As a matter
of fact—a chain grate stoker
works better if the ash does
clinker some. Stokers of the
chain-grate variety are less frequently found east of Columbus.
Ohio.

Pulverized Coal
Of recent years the method of
burning coal, which seems to be
coming to the front, consists of

pulverizing it very finely and
blowing it into a furnace devoid
of grates, combustion taking place
much as with a stream of gas.
There are two general ways of
accomplishing this. In one the
coal is dried, pulverized, and
stored in small amounts, then fed
to the furnace as required. This
method allows of some reserve,in
that should the load on the boilers increase suddenly, the pulverizing unit would not be overcrowded, or should there be a
temporary breakdown of this
unit, the boilers may go on, using
from storage. However, stored
pulverized coal is dangerous—if
left exposed to air it will invariably take fire in six days.
This type of installation requires
special bins, preferably air tight
and of metal, for storage. The
other method is known as the
unit-type, in that the crushing,
drying, pulverizing, and burning
are one continuous process. Of
course the unit mill must be able
to handle high boiler loads successfully. And, should there be
a temporary shut-down of the
mills, some auxiliary method of
firing the boilers must be at hand.
This may be accomplished by the
use of oil burners and reserve supplies of oil, burned in the same
(Continued to page 24)
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The Commercial Value of Character
and Personality
Industry Pays a Premium for
High Personal Qualities
Professor 0. L. Stock,
Associate Professor of Drawing
and Architectural Engineering

ing, placing, training, and holding employees.
• The biggest asset of the Bethlehem Steel Company is not its
vast plants, its mines, its machinery, or any of its material
possessions; it is its organization
of men.
The test of an effective organization is that it shall be selfperpetuating; this self-perpetuation is made possible by the
training of men in_ the line of
promotion.
Such corporations as Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company of Pittsburgh and
Commonwealth Edison Company
of Chicago grade their executives-in-training from time to
time on blanks printed for that
purpose. They are graded on
elements of personality, such as
accuracy, system, courtesy, tact,
perseverance, truthfulness, reliability, industry, aggressiveness,
and refinement.

Almost every spring we
receive letters from the
State Highway Commission
saying that some of our
students have applied for
jobs and they want to
The World is looking for Men of High
Character
get some line on the men.
These letters end by saying
that above everything else
stands out in the open like a great
students must be reliable
building and its foundation is
and honest. What better
character.
proof of the money value
of character could we have?
Personnel Systems in
While we are in the midst of a Business
so-called crime wave when it often
An official a the Western Personality and Character
seems that a lack of good character pays, we should stress the Electric Company said a few
Personality is the quality of
value of character in dollars and years ago that for many years personal activities or traits, which
cents. Industry wants men of industry had centered its atten- cannot necessarily be said to be
character and pleasing personal- tion upon improving products, right or wrong. Character is the
ity and is willing to pay extra plants and processes, but that re- quality or state of personal actifor them just as it is willing to cently it has come to realize that vities or traits which can be dispay a higher price for better raw more vital than any of these is tinguished as right or wrong.
that newly recognized factor in
material and better machines.
honesty is a trait of character,
industry—personnel.
We will not try to set a defibecause it is right to be honest.
Man is now regarded as the ele- Attitude, tact, and industry are
nite value on phases of character
and say for example that hon- ment most worthy of careful at- characteristics of personality, beesty is worth $500 A year to a tention, as the central problem in cause it is not necessarily 'wrong
man, although there are thou- production. The conviction that to have a poor attitude, poor tact,
sands of cases where men and this is so was becoming estab- or lack of industry.
women have been given rewards lished just before the great war,
The War Department of our
of definite amounts or increases and many of the large corpora- government gives large signiin salary of definite amounts on tions of the country were engag- ficance to grading of officers in
ing employment or personnel the army. Among the qualities
account of their honesty.
The effort in building charac- managers. The war itself, how- they selected for these ratings
ter is like spending money for ever, gave the personnel move- are: leadership, self-reliance, iniadvertising. A business man will ment a great impulse so that now tiative, decisiveness, tact, ability
put money into advertising and one meets evidence of the new to secure cooperation of men, loyhe will not be able to tell you emphasis in industry on every alty, reliability, sense of duty,
definitely what return he gets but hand.
carefulness, perseverance, and
The demand for personnel ex- the spirit of service.
from the increase in business he
perts has so grown that some of
knows it pays.
We often hear the expression the large universities are now Qualities Vital to Engineer
The famous investigation by
"the secret of success" but there conducting courses to train men
is no secret to success. Success for this special service of recruit- Prof. Charles R. Mann, of the
Page 8
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Carnegie Foundation, as to the
elements that should enter into
the education of the engineer
found that such results of training as integrity, initiative and
resourcefulness were even more
vital to success in the profession
than technical skill itself.
Now and then we get a student that wants to impress everyone that he is hard boiled, not
realizing that perhaps every one
does not care for twenty minute
eggs. In many cases it is a false
pose and he does not realize the
harm he is doing himself. He is
a different individual at home
with his parents from what he is
at school among students, yet
what his parents think he is may
have less effect on his business
life than what his fellowmen
think he is.
The average engineering student is as refined today as the
student taking a liberal arts
course. Engineers today have
culture and are to be found
among the civic and social leaders. The thing that has brought
this about has been the fact that
engineers have found that industry as well as other professions
demands the highest type of manhood. Whether a man has a white
collar job or not is of no concern.
It is not the style of neckwear a
man uses which is of concern to
industry—rather it is the kind of
body and type of mind he has. It
is what is going on above the
collar that counts.

Colleges and Personnel
Colleges have known for a long
time that they have a larger responsibility than educating the
student. They are responsible
for the development of mind,
body, character, and personality.
The world demands keen thinkers, able in mind, healthy in
body, and strong in character.
It is the realization of this responsibility that has led to the
development of the personnel
system in many of our colleges.
Students are graded by business
men, classmates, faculty, and by
a detailed self analysis. If the
general average of the ratings of
all the characteristics put a stuThe Rose Technic
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It pays to take time to build character

dent in the lower quarter of his
class, he is called in and told that
he has a personality or character
that affects those whom he meets
in a definite manner which is not
good for his future development,
and that it would be much to his
advantage to correct it.
Some of the characteristics he
is graded on are: address and
manner, character, attitude, cooperative ability, disposition, ind us tr y, initiative, judgment,
leadership, and native capacity.
These are the things the employers of young men want to know
about.

Good Character a Prime
Requisite
An official of a large manufacturing company came to us
not long ago and said: "I have
an opening for one of your graduates and in time it may work into something good. I will take
his degree from Rose as proof
that he knows something, but
what I want is a boy with a good
character. Some day we expect
to put him out to manage a

branch plant and we must have
a man we can trust."
Employers come to the faculty
of a school for the truth about
students and they get it. If they
did not, they would quit coming.
Many of the graduates of Rose
have received their opportunities
to go with large companies
through the personnel officers of
the companies. If a company is
making offers to a limited number of men, the men will no doubt
be picked from the upper quarter
of the class. But how are they
picked from the upper quarter of
the class? Not by grades alone
but by other qualifications, most
of which are phases of character.
Too many students think that
a diploma is all that is needed to
fix them for life. While a diploma may help get a man his
job it will not keep it for him or
advance him in it.
A manufacturer once was asked
how many people worked for
him, and he said, "At a generous
estimate I should say about
20%." Out of this 20% he picked
the ones to advance. In a word,
(Continued to page 25)
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Mining in the Mohawk Coal Mine
Conditions at Sullivan, Ind.,
Mine Offer Great Obstacles
to Workmen
Stanley Davis, e., '31
From the face of the
coal to the car and the
market, a coal mine is one
of the world's most interesting industries.
With
the coal coming out of the
ages, coal mining has been
considered an awe-inspiring, hazardous industry.
From the time the shaft is
sunk until the last piece
of iron is removed this industry must be babied and
taken care of, so that it
will flourish.

is stepped down to 220 volts for
use in the tipple and shop, and
is converted to D. C. for use on
the bottom. A motor generator
set of 150 kilowatt rating, along
with a 300 kw. generator, is set
up in the engine room. This
summer a 300 kw. converter was
taken down into the mine and
placed about one mile inside in
order to build up the current in
that section of the mine.

Kind of Coal Mined

From this mine a fifth vein
bituminous coal is obtained having the following analysis for a
commercial coal, that is, just as
The Mohawk mine is probably it is taken from the car
called the world's worst mine by
14.46
Moisture
• the bosses whose business it is to
7.83
Ash
run it, for it has every condition
37.78
Volatile
that goes to make up a bad mine.
39.93
Fixed Carbon
They have fire damp, bad top,
water, low coal and a hundred
100.00
other conditions that go to make
2.48
Sulphur
up the nightmare that the boss
This coal is pronounced by exhas to dream about at night and perts to be the best steam coal in
live through in the day time. southern Indiana. It is interestThey have had two dust explo- ing to note the variations in coal
sions at this mine since it was as found in this mine. On the
sunk and thinking of them doesn't west side of the mine can be
leave a good impression upon the found coal that compares with
miners. The fact that such con- the best in Indiana. It has a top
ditions must be met and dealt over it that looks like gray steel
with makes the mine that much and this slate seems to have some
more interesting. The machines of the properties of that well
in such a mine are terribly abused known metal, for the miners exbecause of the rough conditions perience very little trouble from
that they must face in operating, its falling, and there is little
even though they have only a
small load under which to operate. The effect of dust, water and
rough usage alone are enough to
shorten by half the life of any
unit.

necessity for a great amount of
timbering. Compared with the
coal on the west side, that on the
east side is dirty and contains a
great quantity of sulphur and
black-jack.

Bottom Operation
In fig. 2 can be seen a Goodman
mining machine set up ready to
go under the coal and across the
room. There are nine such machines cutting coal for men and
four others used for syndicating
(entry driving). They are 50
horsepower, 275 volt machines
using between 150 and 200
amperes under ordinary working
conditions. It is the duty of this
machine to cut a place and get
the coal ready to be shot down.
If no undercutting was used the
coal on being shot down would
break up more finely and a large
amount of dust would be the result. The dust not only causes
explosions, but sometimes results
in the mine not working over two
or three days a week, because the
railroad will not bill the coal containing too much fine screening
or slack. Thus it is readily seen
that undercutting is essential and
should be followed by wellplaced shots so that the coal will
not be powdered.
After the coal has been shot
down it is loaded into cars and
gathered by what are termed
gathering motors, such as shown
in fig. 3. There are nine such
motors in the Mohawk, seven of
which are General Electric 6 ton
machines while two others are of
the battery variety weighing 5
tons each. Two other motors are
used for hauling the coal to the

Power Supply
The power supplied to the Mohawk mine comes from the
Dresser plant at Terre Haute. It
Page 10

Fig. 1. All kinds of conditions are found at the Mohawk mine
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bottom after it has been gathered
into trips. These weigh 8 and
10 tons respectively. Some time
ago the Mohawk replaced the
Edison cells used in their battery
motors by lead cells, each motor
using 86 batteries. This change
was made principally for trial
and seems profitable due to the
cost of the Edison cells, the cost
of anything around a coal mine
being the first consideration.
At this mine it became necessary to call into use nine pumps
in order to handle the water that
was seeping in or rather was
Fig. 3. After the coal is shot down and loaded into cars, electric
running in. In one case a vein
gathering motors take the cars to the main shaft.
Here the coal
is hoisted to the tipple where it is sorted
of water was tapped and that
section of the mine had to be
sealed off and the coal worked the loaded car. The mine run dried sand per day. To the fan
from around it. Of course the and 2 inch lump booms are driven house, some three hundred feet
water is pumped from behind the by 71-h horsepower motors while from the boiler room, a steam line
the nut boom is powered by a 5 is run. This steam drives a pisseal to relieve the pressure.
horsepower motor, all three being ton which turns an eighteen foot
gear-driven. At the end of the fan at 82 r. p. m. Should the
The Tipple
boom nearest where it empties steam supply fail, a 25 horseMuch can be said concerning into
the cars are fastened small power motor stands ready to take
the underground workings of a
motors whose purpose it is to up the burden.
coal mine, but that part of the
raise and lower the boom to suit
There are something like 72 remine above ground also demands
the height car beneath it.
volving armatures at the Mohawk
inspection. In the tipple at the
The coal is cleaned by hand mine, including all kinds of maMohawk is found the equipment
over picking tables, and any dirt chinery. The conditions under
by which the coal is sized, cleaned,
(slate and sulphur) that the men which this machinery must work
and screened. After the coal has
find in it is thrown into the gob could not be duplicated in a clean,
been weighed it is let out upon
conveyor, run from a 5 horse- well ventilated room such as
most
the shakers, which are driven by power
motor. Large chunks of power houses have because dust,
a 25 horsepower motor. The coal coal having
only a small amount sulphur, water, and rough hanis passed over a certain arrange- of sulphur
in them are conveyed dling are always present in full
ment of screens and appears in to a two
roller crusher, which is force in a mine. The machine
the following forms—fine screen- driven by a
25 horsepower motor. that can take the biggest overload
ings, egg, egg-nut, nut, 2 inch From there
the crushed coal is is usually the one that receives
lump, 3 inch lump, and 6 inch conveye
d into the boiler room the most care.
lump. Tinder the shakers is a where it is
used for steam coal. NOTE: See cover for Fig. 2.
small conveyor used to catch all 3oth of these
conveyors are driven
the fine screening which may fall by 5 horsepo
wer motors.
On a forty-mile section of the
through; it conveys this screenSouthern Pacific Railroad a new
•,
ing over to the slack car. A 5 Outlying Buildings
electric train dispatcher enables
horsepower motor drives this conAround the tipple are found one man to control the movements
veyor.
the blacksmith shop, sand house, of all trains in that section. Red,
In case the railroad orders are office, fan house, powder house, green, and yellow lights on a chart
for mine run or 11/4 inch screen- engine room, and washhouse, ar- before the operator indicate the
ing, the shakers are not used, but ranged in the most useful and positions of the trains along the
the coal is dropped from the convenient order.
line; and automatic pens trace the
weigh pan on to a slide, which
In the blacksmith shop can be trains' progress on an electrically
lets the coal pass over 11/4 inch found the lathe, trip-hammer, controlled graph.
bars; or doors can be let down on and bit sharpening machine
.
It is better to wear out than to
these bars and the coal,upon pass- Here also is performed the work
ing is not screened, but goes di- of repairing damaged mine cars, rust out.
rectly into the cars as mine run called car-knocking. In the sand
A new oil tanker, 120 feet long,
coal. After being screened the house are two stoves equipped
has been built without using a
coal runs onto booms designed to with hoppers, to dry the sand for
single rivet in its hull. It was
deposit it gently into the cars, be- the motors to use. These haulage
electrically welded at an estimated
sides giving a trim appearance to motors use about 31/2 yards of
saving of one-fourth in cost.
The Rose Technic
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The Editor's Choice of Recent Books
The text is accompanied by a
large amount of practice work,
consisting of review questions,
problems, and instructions for
writing up a set of books. The
problems are designed both to
illustrate the application of the
principles set forth in the text
"Factory Management" is an and to stimulate the mind toward
excellent text and a handy refer- analytical thinking which is so
desirable in cost accounting.
ence work.
Prentice-Hall, 386 page8, 6x9,
The engineer, the executive,
$5.00.
and the business man will find
this book a worthwhile investCost Accounting
ment.
By W. B. Lawrence
Prentice-Hall, $5.00, 6x9, 548
This revised edition of the page8.
splendid work, "Cost Accounting," is intended as a course in Ingenious'Mechanisms for
cost accounting and as a reference
Inventors
for accountants and executives. Designers and
D. Jones
Franklin
Edited by
The author assumes the attitude
that cost accounting is not merely
This new book is a unique and
accounting function but that it is comprehensive treatise on Mealso closely related to industrial chanisms. It consists of illusengineering and financial admin- trated descriptions of a large vaistration. The discussion of cost riety of standard and special meaccounting from these three view- chanisms selected by experienced
points gives a sound foundation machine designers as outstanding
for accounting proceedure.
examples of ingenious mechaniMr. W.B. Lawrence is a Certi- cal movements for use in designfied Public Accountant (Illinois). ing automatic machines and other
He is the director of the cost ac- mechanical devices. The book is
counting and statistical depart- edited by Mr. Franklin D. Jones
ment of the American Photo-En- wrio is the editor of Machinery
gravers' Association; Professor and is the author of "Gear-cutting
of accounting, De Paul Univer- Processes," "Mechanical Drawsity; and a member of the Na- ing," "Thread-cutting Methods,"
tional Association of Cost Ac- and "Planing and Milling.."
countants.
In order to solve difficult meThe logical development of the
problems such as are
chanical
extremely
subject makes the book
the design of autoin
involved
value
interesting. The need and
of cost accounting and the im- matic machinery, an extensive
portance of detailed financial knowledge of the various types
statements is first discussed. The of practical mechanisms is adclassification of cost is followed vantageous, even to the experby a treatment of the different ienced designer. This book is inphases of accounts. Then the tended to place before the engitheory of the subject is discussed neer explicit and illustrated desin detail. Labor, material, stor- criptions of the most ingenious
age, service departments, rela- mechanical movements ever defive values, standard costs, inter- vised. The principles used in
est, and depreciation are each these devices can be applied to
treated in detail. Methods used other types of movements. The
in the preparation and analysis mechanisms which have been seof financial statements are fully lected have proved especially successful in service.
explained.

Broadening of the Mental
Horizon is Accomplished by
Reading New Scientific Books
Factory Management
By Paul M.Atkins

The control of production is
the principle function of the
factory manager but this duty
is so closely related to the business administration and technical
engineering that the three subjects must be treated together.
This book was written to correlate these subjects and assumes
that the reader is familiar with
-the elementary aspects of accounting and engineering.
Mr. Paul M. Atkins has the
degree of Master of Arts. He is
a Docteur de l'Universite de
Paris; sometime instructor in
manufacturing, School of Commerce and Administration, University of Chicago; consulting industrial engineer, and a member
of H. N. Stronck & Company.
The first four chapters survey
the field of factory management
outlining and defining the different branches of the organization.
The planning of the factory layout, means of power transmission and production, internal
transportation, and construction
of buildings and their relation to
efficiency and economy are fully
discussed in subsequent chapters.
The remainder of the text is given
to maintenance and operation.
The selection of materials, the
routing of work through the
plant, the effects of fatigue upon
workmen and production, the
establishing of permanent standards, the design of printed forms,
planning and scheduling of production, materials handling, and
the ways of keeping adequate and
reliable records are treated in detail. The last chapter discusses
the relation between the planning
and cost department.
Page 12
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The topics are subdivided according to the type of mechanism.
The application of cams is fully
discussed followed by a discussion
of different methods of obtaining;
intermittent motion. Various devices for tripping, stopping, reversing, overload relief, interlocking, reciprocating, quick-return, speed-changing, differential
motion, feeding mechanisms, and
miscellaneous movements are described and illustrated in detail.
The book has been written for
the practical man as well as the
technical man. Mathematical discussions have been largely omitted.
"Ingenious Mechanisms for Designers and Inventors" will make
a valuable addition to the engineer's library. It is an authoratative reference work and a comprehensive text book.
The logical arrangement of the
The Industrial Press. 6x9, 536
subject
matter and the clear and
pages.
concise method of presentation
makes the book extremely interElements of Alternating
esting and easily understood. The
Current and Alternating
general conceptions of alternating
currents and the fundamentals
Current Apparatus
principle
of the A. C. circuits and
By J. L. Beaver
networks are fully discussed and
This excellent text on alternat- the symbolic notation is introing currents has been written for duced. The last half of the book
beginners, either electrical or deals with transformers, synnon-electrical students. The first chronous mot or s, induction
part of the book outlines the prin- motors, converters, A. C. measurciples of alternating currents and ing instruments, and transmission
the remainder gives the applica- lines. It is an excellent text and
tions of these principles to alter- an authoritative reference work.
nating current machinery.
Longmans, Green and Co., 393
Mr. J. L. Beaver is the asso- Pages, 6x9, 309 illustrations, $4.
ciate professor of Electrical Engineering at Lehigh University. He
has the degrees of Electrical Telephone Theory and
Engineer and Master of Science
Practice
and is a Fellow of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, Theory and Elements
By K. B. Miller
American Association for the Advancement of Science, and is a
This volume on the theory and
member of the Society for the elements of telephony is intended
Promotion of Engineering Edu- not only for the student and
becation.
ginner in telephone work, but
The numerous diagrams and also as a general reference work
illustrations together with the for the experienced telephone
many problems with answers man. It gives a general permake the book well adapted to spective of the entire industry
home study. For students with- and treats principally the under-out knowledge of the calculus lying theory and fundamentals
the author has given alternate essential to a more detailed disproofs in many cases.
cussion of telephone exchange
The Rose Technic

systems, lines, and transmission.
Mathematics has been avoided except for simple algebra and trigonometry so that those who have
forgotten the higher mathematics
can readily understand it.
-Theory and Elements" is the
first of a three volume series
under the title of "Telephone
Theory and Practice." The succeeding works are "The Telephone Exchange" and "Lines and
Transmission." This book is divided into three parts. Part I is
intended to develop the background for the beginner and gives
the history and general conception of telephony. Part II deals
with the fundamental theory of
acoustics, voice currents, vacuum
tubes and magnetic materials.
Part III discusses telephone apparatus, such as wire, coils, cords,
resistors, condensers, and contacts, a knowledge of which is essential to the telephone engineer.
Mr. Kempster B. Miller is a
consulting engineer. He has the
degree of Mechanical Engineer,
is a member of the A. I. E. E.
and the Western Society of Engineers. He is the author of
"American Telephone Practice,"
1904, and other works, and joint
author of "Telephony," 1912.
JleGraw-Hill, 486 pages, 6x9,
272 illustrations, $5.00.
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Research and
Progress
Lee C. Kelsey, m.,'32

Photo-cells
Several methods of using the
vacuum-tube to prevent the production of smoke in plant stacks doing away with the city's smoke
are now available and in regular pall. Despite human watchfulness, many chimneys are now alservice.
lowed to pour forth great clouds
Some of these remarkable deof smoke under cover of darkness.
vices actually "see" smoke reUsually there is little wind in the
leases by a careless fireman by day
morning, therefore these
early
or night and instantly apply corsettle on the comclouds
smoke
rectives without the intervention
munity and 'produce the familiar
of a human hand. For example,
gloom which overhangs the
black
there is the electronic "smoke innine or ten o'clock in
until
city
spector" now installed in a numthe
morning.
ber of power plants. This device
comprises an electric eye or photoelectric cell near the bottom of Other Uses
the smoke stack. Opposite it, aElectronic tubes are being used
cross the stack, is an ever burning
in
other ways to suppress soot and
electric light. If a cloud of black
dust.
Electro-static smoke presmoke, resulting from careless
in plant chimneys
installed
firing, starts up the stack the venters
plates charged
high
have
voltage
photo-electric cell is eclipsed and
which atelectricity
static
with
instantly operates switches to start
particles
dust
soot
and
the
tracts
up big blowers. These at once desame
the
in
out
gases
of
the
flue
liver a supply to the furnace and
electricity in a
way
static
that
the
the smoke is burned up. All this
or paper parhappens automatically and is in comb attracts hair
Elecmorning.
a
on
frosty
ticles
full operation before the smoke
used to
tron-tube
are
rectifiers
gust has even reached the top of
produce high tension direct curthe stack.
rent for charging these precipitaThe photo-cell also can be ar- tor plates with static electricity.
ranged to light a sign indicating
"smoking", to ring an alarm bell
Three-phase Transformer
in the boiler room and to record
occurrences of smoke on a twenty- Unit
four-hour recording tape on the
In order to simplify construcdesk of the plant superintendent, tion, reduce hazards and generally
either at the plant or elsewhere.
improve the appearance of threeThere is special significance in phase transformers installations on
the fact that the electronic smoke city streets and alleys, there has
warning and the remedies it ap- recently been developed a threeplies are equally effective day or phase vertical type of distribution
night.
transformer with cover bushings,
Automatic detection of night in sizes 30, 45, and 75 kva. with
smoke is especially important in the particular aim of adaptability
Page 14

for use on narrow streets. This
transformer consists of three
standard single-phase cores
clamped together one above the
other, and mounted in a single
tank having a relatively small diameter. Among its advantages over
the three single phase units or one
standard three-phase unit with
pocket-type bushings are minimum
lateral space requirement, better
distribution of weight on the pole,
.the complete separation of primary and secondary conductors by
the use of the cover-type bushings, and its neat appearance.
If the secondary circuits are
carried on vertical racks, they can
be installed on a level with and to
one side of the transformer case
by using short extension brackets,
thus conserving pole height. In
case of burn-out on one phase, the
corresponding core can be replaced
with a standard single-phase unit
without disassembling the windings of the other two cores.
—Electrical World

Barium in Vacuum Tubes
Among the filament characteristics most desired in the design of
vacuum tubes are long life and
lower power for heating. The
most desirable filament yet discovered for telephonic purposes
consists of a platinum alloy whose
surface is coated with a mixture
of barium oxide and strontium
oxide. A very minute amount of
barium has been found to effect a
vast increase in electron emission
for each watt of power used to
heat it. Why the coated filament
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should liberate electrons more
economically and how to increase
these economies with added improvements in life and reliability
have been important fundamental
problems in tube development.
For filaments which are maintained at the same temperature,
there is a very much greater emission when the filament surface is
just completely covered with a
single layer of barium atoms. In
fact, more than a hundred million
times as much as for a clean
platinum surface without barium.
When the surface is only half
covered the electron emission is too
small to show on the scale used in
plotting the figure. Emission increases rapidly as more and more
of the surface is covered until
about 80 per cent is covered, when
an enormous increase is noted.
When filaments were studied with
more than enough barium to cover
their surfaces, it was found that
the current decreased and approached the value which it would
have had for bulk barium.
The remarkable fact is that the
electron current which is possible
at any heating temperature from
a single layer of barium atoms on
a platinum wire is enormously
greater that the current which
could have been obtained from a
filament of either substance alone.
In the filament of the standard
repeater tube, the platinum core is
covered by a thick layer of the
oxide coating. In the course of
the treatment of the tube some of
this oxide is electrolyzed and barium is stored up in the core and in
the oxide. While the tube is being
used some of this barium is absorbed on the surface of the oxide
as an invisible monatomic film.
This adsorbed barium film is responsible for the high efficiency of
the oxide coated filament.

Action of Barium
Experiments have shown that
barium on top of the oxide coating
behaves qualitatively like barium
on platinum. Its characteristics
are even more desirable. Apparently the forces brought into play
between the barium and the oxide
coating are essentially the same
as those between a platinum core
and a single layer of barium atoms
deposited upon it.
The Rose Technic
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When the barium atoms stick to
the surface, some of the atoms become ionized, that is, they give up
one of their electrons to the
surface and become positively
charged. These barium ions act
much the same as would a very
fine-meshed positively-charged grid
placed exceedingly close to the
filament. Such a grid produces
fields close to the surface, which
help the electrons escape. Due to
the fact that this ion grid is very
close to the surface, the fields produced by it are tremendously great
—several million volts per centimeter—and consequently the effect
is proportionately great.
The
greater the number of ions on the
surface, the greater is the field and
consequently the greater the electron emission.

Support of Ion Theory
This same picture of barium
ions stuck to the surface receives
strong support from another set of
experiments. As has been described a positive potential,

applied to the plate of a tube, increases the emissions from its filament. From the careful analysis
of such current-voltage curves, one
can deduce the exact value of the forces which act on an electron
while it escapes from the surface.
Experiment discloses the interesting fact that beyond a distance of
ten atom diameters from the clean
surfaces, the only forces which
tend to pull the electron back are
those induced by its own electrical
image. If, now, this clean surface
is covered with a partial layer of
barium ions, other fields are superposed on the image fields. Near a
clean metal filament there are thus
no electrical fields except those
produced by the escaping electron.
These fields are presumably produced by the adsorbed barium and
may be called adsorption fields.
Very close to the surface these adsorption fields are tremendous and
in a direction to pull electrons out
of the surface. Further from the
surface these fields decrease and
actually reverse their direction;
(Continued to page 27)
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Welding
Welders with one manufacturing company have to be good to
keep their jobs. The owner gives
them efficiency tests. Metal parts
of soda fountain equipment, fruit
juice extractors, and like machines must be free from "pinholes," or small imperfections, in
the castings and weldings. One
such pinhole might harbor millions of germs. The presence of
one of these "germ houses" in a
welding gives the welder a score
of only ninety per cent in his test.
The thought occurs that this
method of grading would not be
suitable in the R. P. I. shops. At
least Mr. Hansel would probably
need an adding, or rather a subtracting machine.

The Nation's Airports
Just as cities need to figure on
parking facilities, the nation has
been having to answer the needs
of the ever increasing aviation
activities.
At the close of the year 1930
according to a report issued by
the aeronautics branch of the
United States Department of
Commerce the nation had increased its number of airports
and landing fields to 1,782 or 125
more than the report showed six
months previously. The three
largest groups were: 550 municipal, 564 commercially owned
and managed, and 354 a combination of these two. There are
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240 auxiliary fields, fields lacking
full equipment. The fields maintained by the army number fiftythree, by the navy fourteen, and
there are seven state and private
fields.

Heat from Cold Air
Imagine heating homes with
cold winter air. An idea recently advanced by T. G. N. Haldane, British engineer, contains
this startling proposal. According to Mr. Haldane a giant refrigerating system operated in
reverse is all that would be
needed. Huge coils in the walls
or roof of the house would be
used to expand a cooled refrigerant, which in turn would absorb
heat from the air. This heat
would be given up to the ordinary hot water system in the
course of the cycle.
If this system can be developed
to a point where • initial and
operating costs are not excessive,
we may expect to see some houses
of exceedingly novel design
erected. Then we would need a
Ford to produce a low cost apparatus to fit in anyone's furnace.

Novel Sun Theory
The sun is a huge electric light.
At least that is the essence of a
new theory advanced by Dr. Ross
Gunn of the United States Naval
Research Laboratory. According
to Dr. Gunn millions of volts
turn the sun's atmosphere into an

incandescent filament which lights
and heats our globe. All stars
are electric lights with filaments
hundreds of thousands of miles
in length.
What an enormous voltage it
must take to heat up the huge ball
we call the sun. It is beyond the
capacity of the human mind to
imagine it. Maybe some future
generation will discover how to
tap this great source of power.
Some people might be inclined
to scoff at this idea. But remember that only the ignorant reject
a new idea or theory without
weighing and testing its merits.

New Printing Machine
The Hungarian government, it
is interesting to note, has devoted
a little time to experimental
work. A young Budapest printer, Dyonis Uher, has perfected an
invention under the supervision
and with the support of the Hungarian officials for the combination of photography and typewriting. The apparatus has been
named "Corex."
The machine is in two sections.
The first is a sort of typewriter
with two rollers. As the matter
is typed on one roller, an endless
film on the second roller photograps and develops the script.
The film is then run off on the
second machine, which includes
a water-filled extending roller
covered with powdered copper.
By means of this the text is reThe Rose Technic

produced on paper. The print is
declared to be sharper than any
obtained from metal type.

Electric Railroads
It is a far cry, indeed, from
the first crude motor on wheels
to the giant electric locomotive
of today. A little over fifty years
ago, in 1880, Thomas A. Edison
experimented with his first electric railroad. The motor was
nothing but a bi-polar generator
turned on its side and fastened
to a flat car. Today huge 265 ton
locomotives, rated at about 3,000
horsepower, speed over western
railroads; and eastern railways
are completing electrification in
congested areas. Recently Edison
applied the power to the first
electric train to be operated by
the Delaware, Lackawanna and
Western railroad. In company
with officials he started the train
in motion, inaugurating electric
service for this railroad in the
East.
What will another 50 years see?
If railroads in this country still
exist they will probably be one
hundred per cent electrified,
especially on the main lines.

Technicalities
To the Editor:—
Rose in 1940.
As the twig is bent so grows
the limb. (Confucious).
Mighty oaks from little acorns
grow. (Socrates).
Ti n'y a pas de Rose sans epines.
(Rousseau).
All these might serve as a text
for this article.
Time: A typical school day in
1940—say a Thursday in November.
Place: Chapel. (They used to
call it assembly in the days when
the students laughed at everything "Doc" Sousley said there,
but all that was changed in 1934
when the Student Council decided
the word "Assembly" was too
vulgar to be used in the presence
of Rose students.)
Program: The opening prayer.
(This is a good thing—not that
the students of today need it but
it serves to prevent a relapse into the utterly abominable condiThe Rose Technic

tions that prevailed in 1930 when
the students were actually permitted to smoke on the campus
provided they refrain from smoking in the front entrance).
Song: Our boys made the old
hall ring with the stirring strains
of "Good morning, dear teacher."
Perhaps it would be well to describe the general appearance of
the student body just now. The
freshmen presented a pretty sight
in their Eton jackets and flowing
bow ties of pastel shades. For
the benefit of those who had the
misfortune of attending Rose in
the "twenties" we might say that
freshman caps were abandoned
with the abandonment of paddling and the class fight. The
seniors, the sophs and juniors
were just too cute to mention),
were in gorgeous van -colored
satin panties trimmed in lavender
lace and ruffles. Since the world
is bound to progress we are sure
that the silk undies and satin
panties are much better than the
:.,ourse corduroys worn in the days
of "tradition." Thank heavens,
Mr. Webster has taken that word
from the dictionary!
Now getting back to the subject of class fights, we are told
that back in the days of rowdyism* the contestants actually got
dirty faces and hands and in extreme cases even had their clothing torn. (Incidentally the shirts
worn were blue ones of a cheap
grade so perhaps this point is too
trivial to mention.) All that is

changed today. The shrill cries
from the dormitory nowadays are
usually indicative of a white hot
game of tiddley-winks. Believing that our boys must have clean,
healthful recreation, we permit
such games as bean-bag and tiddley-winks on every third Saturday of the month. Of course
they must be in the upper onetenth of their class before the
boys are allowed to indulge.
Our drop-the-handkerchief
team almost defeated Indiana
State in the annual contest this
year. (It is rumored that our
boys weren't taking their wafers
and tea as religiously as they
might.)
This defeat will probably lead
to the cancellation of all contests
with Indiana State. They are
old "meanys" anyway, because
one of their team ran instead of
skipped. But again we are off
the subject.
All of these remarks are but
side glances and have no particular bearing on the general
theme of this article. So continuing with the programme—Oh!
'What's the use!
Epilogue: Permit me to apologize to the individuals whose
names appear herein. This article was written solely for entertainment.
G. Kessler, '30.
* Rowdyism: That isn't a bad
word, is it?
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Obituary
We regret to announce the
death of John T. Wilkins,
'86, on the twenty-seventh
of December at his home in
Connersville, Indiana. Mr.
Wilkins graduated as a mechanical engineer, and became connected with the
Root Brothers, manufacturers of blowers, at Connersville. In 1893 he became
engineer for the Connersville Blower Co., manufacturer of rotary blowers,
pumps and similar machinery. As this was the
very kind of work he liked,
he took particular interest
in the work, secured stock,
and at the time of his death
was president of the company.
He was granted his degree of M. S. from Rose in
1893, and the M. E. degree
in 1895. Besides the various
local organizations w it h

L. Herndon Witt, Jr., m., '31

Pittsburgh Rose Tech Club

which he was affiliated he
was a member of the A. S.
M. E.
Mr. Wilkins developed
and held patents on the
cycloidal blower and pump,
which is considered the positive acting type. The machinery for the manufacture
of this type of blower was
the subject of study for a
number of years.
Mr. Wilkins is survived
by his wife and a son.

John Millen, who at one
time was athletic director of
Rose, died November 29. After leaVing Rose he became
director of gymnastic training and track coach at Carleton College, Northfield,
Minn. In his eight years in
this capacity he had unusual
success and made many
friends.

Woody, '09; Butler, '10; Reddie,
'12; Stoltz, '16; Overpeck, '16;
Somers, '16; Miller, '16; Wilson,
'22; 'Wolff, '23; Fitterer, '24;
Maehling, '24; Staggs, '27; and
Davidson, '28. Arthur W. Worthington, '06, is president of the
club, and William W. Reddie,
'12. is secretary.

At the regular meeting of the
Pittsburgh Club held December
19 twenty members were present.
The club sent its congratulations
to Dr. White and the faculty for
the splendid work they have done
and for the progress they have New York Rose Tech Club
made.
On Friday, December 12, the
Shover,
New
York Rose Tech Club got
were:
present
Those
'94;
at the Advertising Club
together
Holding,
'92;
Wilson,
'90;
Frohman, '94; Farrington, '96; in New York. The purpose of
Wiley, '98; Worthington, '06; the meeting was to meet Dean
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Prentice, the new president of
Rose. Mr. Paul Bogart, President of the Board of Managers,
was good enough to come down
to New York to make the introduction.
Mr. Holding presided at the
meeting, and talks were made by
Mr. Bogart and Dean Prentice,
as well as comments by a number
of other members of the club.
Thirty-three of the New York
Club members were in attendance.
A number of others sent their regrets. Those present were:
Wallace P. Andrick, '07
Royer R. Blair, '30
Wm. H. Boehm,'91
E. S. Butler, '06
J. W. Cannon, '06
John W. Chinn, '30
Samuel D. Collett, '90
M. R. Denny, '13
C. 0. Fairchild, '12
W. R. Ferris
G. A. Kelsall, '06
E. C. Gosnell, '25
H. B. Hammond, '09
F. Hurlburt
R. N. Hickman, '11
H. H. Holding, '89
C. Housum, '02
John E. Hubbell, '98
Earl E. Hughes, '28
W. A. Laymen, '92
W. S. Menden, '91
D. L. Mewhinney, '23
J. L. Montgomery, '28
A. V. H. Mory, '94
R. A. Philip, '97
J. L. Pirtle, '16
M. C. Rypinski, '97
Charles M. Sames, '86
C. W. Scharf, '29
W. W. Willison, '08
Ross Wyeth, '11
Mr. Michol, '03
F. J. Hegarty, '15
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At the election of officers, E.
J. Megarty, '15, was elected
President and Secretary.

Robert Lee Wilson

Robert Lee Wilson, assistant
to the president of the 'Westinghouse Electric and ManufacturAlumni Honored
ing Company, has resigned. His
At a recent meeting of the business career is one of those
American Ceramic Society at typically American stories of perColumbus, Ohio, it was decided sonal success.
Step by step Mr. Wilson rose
to have a new grade of members,
called fellows, and chosen for out- from apprentice to draftsman, to
standing accomplishment in cer- inspector, road engineer, district
amic fields. The fellows were se- engineer, superintendent of conlected by a committee of charter struction, superintendent of railmembers of the society. Only way construction, assistant general superintendent, works manone hundred were honored as felager, and finally became assistlows out of a membership of
ant to the president, his advancetwenty-six hundred, and of that
ment during the 37 years of his
hundred, two were Rose men:
connection with 'Westinghouse
Marion W. Blair, '03, and Rob- being
constant and steady.
ert D. Landrum, '04.
Since neither of these men had
any ceramic training until after
they left Rose, their high standing in the profession is a tribute
to the value of the broad fundamental training secured at their
alma mater.

the first electrification of the Manhattan Elevated and the New
York Subway. While he was
superintendent of railway construction from 1906 to 1909, he
handled the biggest job ever undertaken by Westinghouse, the
construction and installation of
equipment for the electrification
of the New York, New Haven,
and Hartford railway and the
St. Clair tunnel of the Grand
Trunk railroad. Much reconstruction work was necessary on
these contracts and they were the
first important alternating current railroad electrification projects in the United States.
He was one of the first of industrial leaders to advocate elective representation in works

Alumni Back During
Christmas Holidays
Max Faucett,'21, now teaching
in the University of Illinois, Ray
Martin, '24, with Bentley Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis., John Fairhurst,
'27, with Detroit Edison Co., Detroit, Mich., Baird West,'27, with
McGraw-Hill Co., New York, N.
Y., Richard Clark, '28, with Detroit Edison Co., Detroit, Mich.,
Andrew Nehf, '28, in the Bridge
Dept., City of Toledo, Ohio, Tom
Reed, '28, with Mrs. Reed. He
is with the Ashland Public Service Co., Ashland, Ohio, Max
Guggenheim, '28, metallurgist
with the U. S. Bureau. of Mines
at Rolla, Mo., Robert Dowen,'29,
with Detroit Edison Co., Detroit,
Mich., Wayne Dicks, '29, an engineering assistant with the Michigan Bell Telephone Co., Detroit,
Mich., Harold Corp,'30, with Detroit Edison Co., Detroit, Mich.,
Carl Ehrenhardt, '30, now at
Schenectady with General Electric, Raymond P. Harris,'29, with
Dorr Inc., New York, N. Y., John
Rockwood, '30, with U. S. Gypsom Co., at Detroit, Mich.
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Mr. Wilson was born in Shelbyville, Ill., January 29, 1871, the
son of Dr. William G. and
Frances Ann (Lee) Wilson, who
had moved to Illinois from Harford county, Maryland. He received his preliminary education
in the public schools of Shelbyville, attended the University of
Iowa for one year and Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute,
Ind., for three years, graduating
from the latter institution with
the degree of bachelor of science
in mechanical engineering in
1892. He took one year of post
graduate work in electrical engineering at Johns Hopkins and
started work for 'Westinghouse
in 1894. He married Fanny
Hampton Jeffers Kennard of
Pittsburgh in 1900.
Mr. Wilson was district engineer, with headquarters in New
York, from 1903 to 1905, and
during that time superintended

councils and the amicable adjustment of disputes by joint conference committees representing
in
and employes.
Recognition of his fairness and
his services in employment and
welfare work has come from all
divisions of the Westinghouse organization. He was elected a
member of the board of directors
of the Veteran Employes' Association at the Westinghouse and
has also been very active in other
shop organizations.
Mr. Wilson's resignation became effective December 31, 1930.
While he will devote himself
mainly to his private affairs, he
will be retained by the Westinghouse Company on call in a consultative capacity, according to
the statement made by F. A. Merrick, president of the company,
in accepting the resignation.—
Courtesy Westinghouse College
Press Section.
(Continued to page 27)
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Basketball
Don T. Spangenberg, m.,'31

Rose 24, Hanover 23
Dec. 13, 1930.
Rose Poly won their first game
from the Hilltoppers of Hanover
in an overtime thriller 24 to 23.
The entire game was close and
there were never more than five
points separating the teams, either
way. Rose gained a lead and successfully held it during the first
half and at the half way gun were
leading 12 to 10. Hanover came
back fighting mad and tied the
score and took the lead, attempting to stall out the game on a
single point, but Fisher, Rose
flash had other ideas and tied the
score with a heave from the bread
line. The gun ended the regulation period here with the score
standing 22 all. In the overtime
period, Fisher seized the ball and
tossed a perfect basket to give the
Engineers the lead, and a foul
goal completed the scoring for the
evening. For Rose, it can easily
be said that Fisher was the big
gun while Wallin was high for
Hanover.
Lineup and Summary:
F. G. F. T. P. F.
HANOVER-23
2
Wallin, f
2
3
Jackson, f
0
1
McNulty, f
Gansert, f
0
4
3
1
Rockwell, c
0
0
0
Spann, c
2
2
0
Lemen, g
0
Nicaly, g
0
2
1
Naab, g

1
1

Totals
ROSE POLY-24
Dowen, f
Reinking, f
Batman, f
Fisher. f
Pacatte, c
Hylton, c
Sawyers, g
Yeag,m-, g
Totals
Referee, Adams.
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5

11

1
1
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
1
1
2
0
2
0
2
—
4
10

t)

?
0
0
3
4
3
3
16

Only four more games left to be played. Le't
all turn out and help the team

Rose 25 Millikin 28
Dec. 16, 1930.

the final half the defense of the
The fighting Engineers of Rose Engineers completely cracked and
Poly came back fighting hard in as a result another game was tossed
the second half of the game with into the discard. Ed. Pacatte and
Millikin of Decatur, but were un- Paul Sawyers former Wiley stars
able to overcome the big lead piled were hot in the first period, the
up by the men coached by Hank first named getting three field
Gill. The final score was 28 to 25. goals and four fouls while the
The Blue team started fast and at latter tossed in three field goals
half time had gained an eleven and one foul.
point margin, 18 to 7. Rose fought
Lineup and Summary:
an uphill battle during the entire
F. G. F. T. P. F.
game and during the second half Charleston-35
3
1
1
Hall, f
they had pulled to within three Burry, f
1
1
1
1
3
5
points of the victors when the Wassen, c
3
4
3
game ended. Reinking and Pa- McLain, g
1
1
1
VanBehren, g
catte both played good basketball Abrhams, g
1
1
1
—
—
for Rose, and Neff, the tall Millikin
10
11
17
center, was high gun for that team. Totals
Lineup and Summary:
F. G. F. T. P. F.
MIT.LIKIN-28
2
0
- 0
Merlenback, f '
1
4
Holmes, f
2
2
0
France. f
1
6
Neff. c
4
0
1
Miller. g
1
0
1
Russell. g
1
0
0
Musso g

1

1

12

4

12

1
3
0
1
0
2
0
2
0
1

0
1
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0

0
1
0
3
2
0
0
0
1
0

10
Totals
Referee. Confrey.

5

7

Totals
ROSE POLY-25
Dowen. f
Reinking, f
Batman. f
Fisher. f
Hylton, c
Pacatte, c
Griffith, g
Sawyers. g
Snangenherg. g ...
Yeager, g

Rose 29, Charleston 35
Dec. 17, 1930.
Rose Poly was unable to hold a
lead of 8 points made during the
first half and consequently went
down in defeat at the hands of the
Charleston Teachers 35 to 29. In

Rose Poly-29
Fisher, f
Reinking, f
Pacatte, c
Hylton, c
Sawyers, g
Spangenberg. g
Yeager. g

1
2
1
1
4
3
0
0
0
3
1
0
4
0
—
11
9
Totals
Referee, Vaughn Russell.

3
3
3
0
3
0
3
—
15

Rose 27, Ind. State 48
January 5, Indiana State
dropped Rose Poly in their first
game of the three game series by
a score of 48 to 27. The teachers
were "hot" and had remarkable
success at finding the iron ring.
Shots were tried and made from
all parts of the gymnasium except the dressing room.
The first half started slow but
at the end of the playing period
the score was 24 to 14, State. For
Rose the work of Yeager and Pacatte was best while McCallum
and Martin were high guns for
the Teachers.
(Continued to page 28)
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Fraternities
Alpha Tau Omega

I

During the
Christmas holidays the floors
a n d woodwork
of the house
were refinished.
This put it in
fine shape for the new term.
To celebrate the completion of
this task an open house was held
Saturday, Jan. 8, at which Lieutenant and Mrs. Selee were the
chaperones. Refreshments were
served at the end of a most enjoyable evening.
Brother Clark attended the
national A. T. 0. convention at
Kansas City, Dec. 29 to Jan. 1.
He brought back many worthwhile and constructive ideas. His
only objection was having to attend meetings in the mornings
after the nights before.
Indiana Gamma Gamma is
proud to welcome Brother Kenneth Gantz into this chapter. He
was initiated into Alpha Tau
Omega at the University of Chicago recently.
Brothers who are active on the
Modulus staff are H. Fischer, J.
Skinner, R. Clark ,and J. Phelps.
They promise a fine year book.
Gamma Gamma has pledged
one of the largest and best groups
ever to enter this chapter. Prospects for the coming year are exceedingly bright with the rush
season brought to a successful
close.
Alumni with us during the
Christmas holidays were Brothers
Rockwood, K. Alexander, R.
The Rose Technic

Alexander, Kessler, Ehrenhardt,
ehf, Johonnott, Merrel, Shaw,
Trueb, Kniptasch, and Nicholson. Swartz. Joslin, and Matson.

Theta XI

Theta Kappa Nu

T h e brothers of
Kappa of Theta Xi
rode through the
final examinations
last term. After the
holidays during
which the brothers amused themselves in various ways, studies
again took the stand to remain
until the last examination was
over.
Brother Hylton is doing some
fine work on the basketball team
having been an obstacle to every
opposing team.
Up to this time Brothers Ray,
Phillips, Withers and pledge
brothers Ringo and McShanog
have successfully survived all
eliminations on the rifle range,
and we expect them to have a
big share in the victories of the
team.
We are very grateful for the
interest shown by our Mothers'
club in the activities of the
chapter. We received several fine
rugs from them as a Christmas
gift.
Brother Weinbrecht has never
grown tired of telling how he
held the bandit at bay, thereby
saving himself a small fortune.
Brother Taggart was back for
the holidays and was one of the
shining lights in the Wiley-Garfield alumni basketball game.
Other visiting brothers were
Corp, Wells, Mitchell, Ka del,

The past three
weeks were very
busy ones for the
members of Indiana Gamma
chapter of Theta
Kappa Nu. Lights were seen
burning and typewriters heard
clicking until late hours at night
at the chapter house where many
of the brothers were busy getting
in experiments and preparing for
the all-important finals. We are
going to make a valiant effort to
maintain our rank above all the
other fraternities on the campus
in scholastic standing again this
year. This is one of the reasons
why the study rooms are so well
occupied at present.
Another important event occupying the minds of the brothers was rush week. The house
was redecorated and put in the
best of condition. A very pleasant and successful rush week was
enjoyed by Indiana Gamma.
Brother Jordan of Alabama
Gamma chapter and now connected with General Electric, was
a visitor at the house last week
and talked with the seniors about
securing positions after graduation this year.
The Theta Kappa Nu Mothers'
club held its monthly meeting at
the house on Friday afternoon,
January 23. The club has proved
0

(Continued to page 22)
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Campus Activities
Finals and Rush Season,
Two Major Events,
are now History
The Camera Club
The Camera club held a business meeting Tuesday, January
13, at which it was decided to
appropriate an adequate sum to
purchase two lighting units for
the use of the club members in
experiments. It was pointed out
that the lack of such equipment
in the past hindered the students
in taking interior pictures and
portraits. An announcement was
made that the Indiana State Y.
M. C. A. is trying to get in touch
with a student of the Camera club
to assist, in camera club work at
their boys' camp in north-central
Indiana for this coming summer.
Mr. Bogardus will give further
information to any one who might
care for this work.

of the Dormitory and their
friends, held their second dance
in the social rooms of Deming
hall.
It was the last of the first semester dances which are provided for the pleasure of the
freshmen and new students of the
school who are not eligible to attend the fraternity dances.
Chaperones were: Mr. and
Mrs. Hopkins and Professor John
L. Blozsome. The dance committee was composed of Robert
Advanced Military Officers Mees, Tom Donnely, Edward
Griffith, and Brent Jacob, all
Stage Mock Trial
residents of Deming Memorial
Thursday evening, January 22, Dormitory. Attractive printed
one of the student reserve offi- programs were provided and recers of Rose was brought before freshments were served.
a court-martial for trial on the
charge of "conduct unbecoming a
gentleman" in the local United
States court room. The situation (Continued from page 21)
was saved by the fact that it was invaluable to the chapter in many
a mock trial staged for the bene- ways and we are very proud of it.
fit of the military students. Gustave H. Lindbergh, fictitious Sigma Nu
The regular
name used for the individual on
Christmas formal
trial, was impersonated by Richwas held on Destudent
officer.
aid Harris, senior
cember 18, at the
Terre Haute
Dormitory Holds Second
House with music
Dance
by the CromwellDancing to the strains of mu- Tennis "Rhythm Kings". The
sic furnished by Leo Baxter's or- affair proved to be a great success
chestra, thirty couples, residents and a fitting climax for the final

Fraternities
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week of school before the Christmas vacation. Credit must be
given to Bob Roach and his social
committee for the way it was put
over. Guests of the chapter during the evening were John Humpston, Beta Eta, and "Pooch"
Fischer, ex-'28. The dance was
chaperoned by Lieutenant Hoaas
and Professor Bloxsome.
Brother Roach joined his classmates, Brothers Weddle, Hurst,
and Gehres recently when he was
initiated into Tau Beta Pi. The
seniors in the chapter have an exceptionally fine record for scholarship, four of them having been
elected to Tau Beta Pi.
Brothers and pledge brothers•
Clark, Dowen, and Reinking are
out for basketball. Although the
early season has not been very
successful the whole squad has
had an unusual amount of courage to carry on without the services of a coach. Now that Coach
Brown is back, the chapter hopes
and expects the team to win for
the remainder of the season.
Remember that there is nothing
stable in human affairs; therefore
avoid undue elation in prosperity,
or undue depression in adversity.
—Isocrates.
Many receive advice, only the
wise profit by it.
—Publius Syrus.
The Rose Technic

STEPPING

INTO

A

MODERN

WORLD

Now they manufacture weather
for telephone testing
A test illustrating work in the Bell Tele- bearing on efficiency, economy, life and
phone Laboratories is made with the reliability of apparatus.
weatherometer. This device produces
Information is sought continuously
rain and sunshine to order, and deter- during the development of a design,
mines the weather-resisting properties in advance of manufacture and of
of telephone equipment.
course long before the equipment gets
This test indicates an interesting habit into use.
of the men engaged in telephone reMen who delight in thoroughness of
search. It is to get sure knowledge method find that the osportur;tv is there.

BELL SYSTEM
A

NATION-WIDE
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Airplane Engines
(Continued from page 5)

sign and by using the highest practicable crankshaft speeds. The
speed of the engine can be increased with very little increase in
weight, and so the airplane engine
must be capable of running at
relatively high speeds. However,
unless reduction gearing device is
used the speed of an airplane
engine is limited by speed for best
propellor efficiency. Proper propellor speeds vary from 1600 to
2500 r. p. m. Engine speeds when
using reduction gearing is 2000 to
3000 r. p. m. In this case the
speed is governed by engine durability and valve capacity.

Fuel Consumption
Low fuel consumption is obviously necessary for two reasons;
namely, to hold down the weight
to the minimum and to reduce the
cost of flying.
However, in order to compare
two engines it is necessary to
choose some standard which will be
just to both. This basis is pounds
of fuel per h. p. per hour, and is
called specific fuel consumption.
The well designed engine uses
about half a pound of gasoline per
h. p. hour.

Altitude Performance
The effect of altitude on an airplane is very marked. In fact at
an altitude of 25000 ft. the engine
produces about 30% of its normal
power. This reduction is due to
the decrease of density of air and
is proportional to it. However,
there is another point to bear in
mind, that is, the decrease in power is also followed by a decrease in
aerodynamic resistance and so the
reduction in airplane speed is not
as drastic.

Manouvers
The greatest difficulty met with
in the design of airplane engines
is the fact that the engine must
operate under many different
angles with respect to the earth.
The metal parts are not affected,
but the fuel and oil supply are.
This involves special construction
of carburetor and oil systems.
Page 24

Other points that must be
watched carefully in the design of
airplane engines are compactness,
vibration, and flexibility. They
must be small, especially in the
case of radial engines where the
cylinders project outward from the
front fuselage. Since these engines
are made light in structure, vibration must be eliminated as far as
possible, or the structure will break
down. This is usually accomplished by means of a large number of cylinders.
To illustrate the wide variations
of engines that have been manufactured the following list is
given:
Vertical Engine. An engine
having its cylinders arranged vertically above or below the crankshaft, in a single row.
V Engine. An engine having
its cylinders arranged in two rows,
in the form of the letter V, both
rows of cylinders being connected
to the same crankshaft.
117 Engine. An engine having
its cylinders arranged in three
rows, all connected to the same
crankshaft, the three rows of
cylinders, when viewed from the
front, forming a figure similar to
the letter W.
X Engine. An engine having
four rows of cylinders, in the form
of the letter X when viewed from
the front and all connected to the
same crankshaft.
Flat Engine. An engine having
cylinders arranged in two horizontal rows on opposite sides of the
crankshaft.
Inverted Engine. An engine of
the vertical, V or W type having
its cylinders hung below the crankshaft.
Radial Engine. An engine having stationary cylinders arranged
radially around a common crankshaft.
Rotary Engine. An engine,
usually of the radial type, in
which the cylinders and crankcase
revolve about a stationary crankshaft.

ders. The radial engine lends
itself particularly well to air cooling. The flat engine appears interesting because of the possibility of
its being carried within the wings
of a large airplane. The inverted
engine has the advantage of offering less restriction of vision.
It cannot be said that any one
of the types fisted is best for all
airplanes. The type chosen depends on a great many considerations, only a few of which have
been discussed.

Future Engines
While the internal combustion
gasoline engine fulfills the requirements of the airplane better than
any other type, it possesses certain
distinct disadvantages. One of
these is that it uses a fuel which is
relatively expensive and extremely
inflammable.
A future development of the
gasoline engine is the two cycle
engine with sufficient flexibility
and low rate of gas consumption
to make it economical.
Another form of engine which
has been suggested is the Internal
Combustion Turbine. This type
of engine has never been developed
to a point where it is more than an
interesting experiment. There are
very serious difficulties in the way
of developing the internal combustion turbine to a point where it
might be practicable for airplane
propulsion.

Efficient Combustion
(Continued from page 7)

furnace. These oil burners may
also be used for starting combustion of the pulverized fuel
when the boilers are first started
up. The unit-method, particularly of the Kennedy-Van Saun type
of air-swept tube mill, combined,
with fall-back oil installation,
would seem ideal for compactness
and cleanliness, doing away with
storage of pulverized coal. There
are various types of mills for
pulverizing the fuel, of which
Choice of Engine
two types are especially interestThe rotary engine is now ob- ing, the vertical Rayco mill and
solete, due to the large amount of the Hardinge horizontal conical
power that is wasted in wind re- mill. Each has its peculiar adsistance against the rotating cylin- vantages.
The Rose Technic

Pulverized coal has two outstanding advantages over other
solid fuels: it enables the operator to use the cheaper fuels; it.
makes possible a very short interval of time from cold boiler to
full working pressure. In addition to this, it obtains a greater
amount of heat from any given
amount of coal. It seems probable that pulverized coal is the
"coming fuel" of solid fuels, when
better ways are developed for
protecting the linings of the furnaces from the intense heat and
eroding action of the flame, and
for eliminating the broadcast of
fine ash from the stack.
Well—here comes the last car
of that coal drag—just when this
discussion was getting all wound
up; but perhaps you are interested enough in those cars of
coal, now, to realize that they
really are of more consequence
than just the blocking of crossings!
Bibliography:
"Steam"—Babcock and Wilcox.
Catalog—Kennedy Van Saun.
"Principles of Combustion"—

A. A. Potter and H. L. Solberg. should grow big instead of swellPower Magazine, Nov. 6, 1928.
ing up.
"Fuels and Their Combustion"
Character is property. In all
—Haslem and Russell.
kinds of business, character is as
efficient as capital and often will
supply its place. When by the
great Chicago fire thousands of
merchants were stripped of all
worldly possessions, how was it
that they were enabled without
(Continued from page 9)
you must demonstrate your ability delay to embark in business anew?
and stability before you can hope It was their character, their
to be allowed to use them to record for integrity, which the
capacity. And just as surely as flames could not destroy, that won
it takes a strong character to them credit.
Rose has no organized personbring success so it takes a strong
nel
system at present but we can
character to stand success.
be our own personnel officer by
Prosperity is a test of charac- finding out our weak points and
ter. An employer, in speaking taking an inventory of mental
of a young man he had just fired, and moral deficiencies. Ask others
said, "He's a clever chap but he to rate us on our weaknesses and
couldn't stand prosperity. As an plan to do something every day
entry clerk he was ripping, but to overcome these weaknesses. A
when he was jumped to assistant ship may brave storms and icecredit manager—well, he just bergs triumphantly, only to
swelled up and burst. I am in a founder in a calm through holes
way to blame for I should have bored by tiny insects.
advanced him a bit at a time."
Remedy your deficiencies and
He got too high before he got your merits will take care of
used to the altitude. A man themselves.

Character and
Personality

VILCCM€ To NEW YORK,
TOROTEL

(9VERNOR
(LINTON

BAUSCH
& LOMB
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PRECISION

.AVE
opposite PEN NA.R.R.STATION

31'ST.
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Tool Maker's Microscopes—accurate
to .0001. One of the
Bausch & Lomb
family of precision
instrumentsfor solving the problems of
industry.

A Preeminent Hotel of
1200 Rooms each having Bath, Servidor, Cir
culating Ice Water and
many other innovations.
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OPTICAL COMPANY

BATH
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FOR BETTER VISION
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The Technic Office 1900

Unapplied Pneumatics
"Were you beating your wife,
sir?" the judge demanded.
"Yes, your honor."
"How did you come to do it?"
Macbeth—"Make haste, old
Fer
"Lord knows, jedge.
women, make haste."
The Three Witches—"All right, twenty years she alluz wuz th'
Mac, all right; we'll bewitch'a in one what did th' beatin', but I
—Colgate Banner
a minute."
jes' happened ter catch her when
she wasn't feelin' right."—Case
She (pensively)—"It must be and Comment.
an awful thing to be paralyzed."
He—"Yes, you feel so mean the
Instructor—"Your sketch of
next morning."
the
room lacks atmosphere."
—Dartmouth Jack 0'Lantern
Art Student—"I was thinking
ventilator."—
Now that women are taking of putting in a
Siren.
men's places in the commercial
world, the day is not far distant
Prof.--"What lessons do we
when we'll have traveling salesfrom the attack on the
learn
jokes.
women's
—Columbia Jester
Dardanelles?"
Student—"That a strait beats
three kings."
"Is my wife home?"
"No. Who shall I say called?"
—Reserve Red Cat
"Have a heart, will you?"
whined the fellow.
"It's all wrong about these Irish
"Sorry, but I haven't," said the
being good fighters."
girl—and they lost the trick.
"Yeh?"
"Once up in the North, my
First Suburbanite—"Did your
brother and I and two other felhouse cost more than you
new
lows licked an Irishman."
it would?"
thought
"Sure." —Ohio Green Goat
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Second Suburbanite- -"Yes,
more than I thought it would;
but I thought it would."—Harper's Weekly.
Ray—"I want to tell you a
joke about mistletoe."
Fairy—"Sure it's not over my
head ?"
Teacher—"Johnny, if four men
are working eleven hours a day
51

Johnny—"Hold on, ma'am.
Nix on them non-union problems
please."—Puck.
He—"Do you believe in preparedness?"
She—"Well, I wouldn't mind
being in arms."—Jester.
He—"Can't you find anything:
pleasant to say about the members of my family?"
She—"Well, I remember they
were all opposed to our marriage."
He—"What did your father say
when you told him my love was
like a broad and gushing river?"
She—"He said, 'Dam it !'"
The Rose Technic

Research and
Progress

Alumni
(Continued from page 19)

(Continued from page 15)

for a while they then increase in
magnitude, come to a maximum
and gradually decrease. These
characteristics of the adsorption
field, revealed by experiment are
just those which would be expected
from a non-uniform positively
charged ion grid very close to the
surface.
We thus see how the simple
picture of the barium grid accounts for many of the observed
emission characteristics of coated
filament. The economical side of
the picture is just as remarkable.
In the ordinary telephone repeater
tube the single layer of barium
weighs about one-sixth of a microgram. For all the thousands of
tubes in use the total amount of
barium effective in the emission of
electrons is not more than a
twentieth of a gram. Each barium
coated filament requires about 2.2
watts for heating as compared to
about 35 for a clean tungsten filament.

Fred F. Hildreth retired with the beginning
of the new year after
forty-seven years as a railroad
man, thirty-five of them in continuous service with the Pennsylvania. During this period Mr.
Hildreth has been road foreman,
assistant engineer of motive power, master mechanic, and mechanical engineer.
Mr. Hildreth is a member of
the Indianapolis Division Veteran
Employees' Association, Athletic
Association, Local Assembly No.
63 M. B. A., Indianapolis Division Supervisors' Club, V. R. D.,
and the Western Railway Club.
In retiring he says, "It is a
great pleasure and a satisfaction
to realize that I have performed
my tasks to the best of my ability."

94

Indiana Society of Pioneers at its
recent meeting in Indianapolis.
Theodore L. Condron, '90, and
Chester L. Post, '03, of Condron
& Post Co., Chicago, have opened
an office in New York under the
firm name of Condron, Post &
Fogg, Associates.
„ Curtis A. Mees is the
U principal engineer in
the U. S. Engineering
department at San Francisco,
Calif. He also retains his interest in the firm of Mees & Mees
at Charlotte, N. C., of which he
is the president and treasurer.
Arthur P. Stone is
u9 engineering
now practicing civil

1,

in Los Angeles, Calif. Formerly he was
engineer for the U. S. Smelting,
Refining & Mining Co., Salt
Lake City.

Everett E. Black is a
prominent engineer and
contractor in Honolulu,
Wm. H. Insley, '90, H. I., and was recently appointed
0 and Herbert Foltz, '86, chairman of the Civil Service
were elected president Commission of that city. He was
and treasurer, respectively, of the
(Continued to page 30)
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MARCHING

with modern industry to World-Power
In the great new power plant that serves the city
of Buenos Aires, Crane valves and fittings are
found in use. In the paper mills of Ontario and
the water power developments of Niagara Falls,
engineers swear by them. Camels carry them into the depths of the Abyssinian Desert and dog
sledges into the wilds of Canada.
The quality of Crane piping materials has won them
a world-wide demand. The globe-girdling Crane distributing organization has placed them within easy
reach of power and industrial builders everywhere.
Naturally, this distributing organization is most

complete and efficient in the United States. In
this country are factories in five cities manufacturing industrial piping materials; branches and
sales offices in 16o cities; warehouses in close
proximity to every important industrial center.
All these facilities are keyed to receive orders for
quickly needed materials and have them on the
spot with no loss of time.
No matter where you take up your career after you
leave school, you will find need for piping materials from the complete Crane line,and a Crane
office nearby to make it easy for you to get them.

Valve,o
s
RAN E

Fittings

PIPING MATERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONTROL
STEAM, LIQUIDS, OIL, GAS, CHEMICALS
CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S.
MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO
NEW YORK OFFICES: 23 W. 44TH STREET

Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Ninety-six Cittei
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Basketball

Things to Wear
for Men Who Care
Always Pleased to Show You

HERB LEACH
THE QUALITY SHOP
523 Wabash Avenue

All Matters Relating to

Patents and Trademarks
HOOD and HAHN
Arthur M. Hood, Rose '93

H. B. Hood, Rose '24

ool Hume-Mansur Building

Indianapolis, Ind.

Walk Overs--for Men
Walk Over Footwear for men embodies those elements of quality and
good taste which young men especially appreciate and they are priced so
that young men may feel they are getting the full value for their money.
Let us prove it.

CHENEY'S

WALK OVER BOOT
659 WABASH AVENUE

mop

(Continued from page 20)

Lineup and summary:
TP
PP
FT
Indiana State 48 FG
1
11
1
5
McCallum, f.
2
2
0
1
Davis, f.
6
2
2
2
Pierson, c.
8
1
2
3
Reynolds, g
2
10
2
4
Martin, g.
9
3
3
3
Leasor, f.
0
2
0
1
Wampler, g
—
—
—
—
11
48
10
19
Total
Rose Poly 27
2
4
2
1
Fisher
o
1
o
o
Reinking
4
6
0
3
Pacatte
4
3
1
1
Sawyers
8
0
4
2
Yeager
2
2
0
1
Dowen
0
0
0
0
Hylton
1
0
1
0
Griffith
1
3
1
1
Batman
0
0
0
0
Spangenberg
0
0
0
0
Morrison
_
—
—
—
14
9
9
27
Total
Umpire — GoldsReferee—Miller.
bury.

Rose 31, Vincennes 32
A last minute rally fell one
point short and Vincennes nosed
out the Engineers by a score of
32 to 31. After trailing the entire game the men of Rose suddenly came to life with but one
minute to play and the score 32
to 24 against them, and scored
three field goals and one foul in
rapid fire order, but the gun ended
the game with the rally one point
short.
Vincennes 32
R. Snyder, f.
H. Snyder, f.
Pyle, C.
Sexon, g.
Baker, g.
McElroy, g.
Total
Rose Poly 31
Fisher, f.
Reinking, f.
Dowen, f.
Pacatte, c.
Sawyers, g.
Yeager, g
Totals
Referee—Manhart.

FG
4
4
4
0
0
0
—
12

FT
2
3
1
1
0
1
—
8

PF
0
1
2
0
4
0
—
7

3
2
0
3
4
2

0
0
0
2
1

o

0
2
0
2
1
3

14

3

8

Rose 12, Danville Nor. 44
January 9.
Rose Poly fell before the
strong Central Normal team of
Danville by a score of 44 to 12.
Coach Barnes' team set a fast
pace and rolled up 12 points before Fisher scored a neat cast
from the side.
Fisher and Pacatte played good
games for Rose and Ginger
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Reeves and Schultz scored the
most for Danville.
Lineup and Summary:
Central Normal 44
Smith, f.
B. Reeves, f.
Schultz, c.
Ginger Reeves, g.
Johnson, g.
.3ip Reeves, f.
Falkenbury, c.
Hill, f.
Hawley, c.
Totals
Rose Poly 12
Reinking, f.
Fisher, f.
Pacatte, c.
Yeager, g.
Sawyers, g.
Dowen, f.
Batman, f.
Spangenberg, g.

FG
3
0
2
3
1
2
1
1
2
15

FT
0
0
6
2
0
2
2
1
1
—
14

PF
0
2
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
—
11

0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

0
2
2
1
0
0
1
0

0
3
4
0
1
0
1
0

Totals
3
6
9
Referee—Fezzle. Umpire—Geiger.

HEINL'S

were noted for their Flowers several years before
Rose Polytechnic was opened
WE CAN TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOUR
FLOWER NEEDS

Fred G. Heinl
129 South 7th
Regular Commencement attendance since the
first Class '83 graduated

Get Your Hair Cut at

Kramer's Barber Shop
29 South Seventh

Rose 12, Danville Nor. 30
January 13.
Led by Ginger Reeves who
scored twelve points, the Central
Normal team won the return
game from Rose, 30 to 12. The
entire game was fast and at the
end of the first period the score
was 18 to 7.
Morrison scored three field
goals and one foul to lead the
Engineers with seven points,
while Yeager played a good defensive game.
Lineup and Summary:
Central Normal 30 ....FG
Smith, f.
3
B. Reeves, f.
0
Schultz, C.
1
Ginger Reeves, g.
5
Johnson, g.
0
Gip Reeves, f.
0
Hill, f.
1
Faulkinberry, c.
0
Hawley, g.
0
Tobin, g.
0
Ballif, g.
0
—
Totals
10
Rose Poly 12
Dowen, f.
Pacatte, f.
Morrison, c.
Sawyers, g.
Yeager, g.
Fisher, f.
Hylton, f.
Reinking, f.
Batman, f.

FT
0
1
2
2
3
0
0
2
0
0
0
—
10

PF
2
2
4
2
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
-14

Sanitary Thru and Thru

Columbian Laundry Company
"The Soft Water Laundry"
Telephone C-1301

1112 Wabash Avenue

Freitag-Weinhardt & Co.
Hotel Deming Opposite US

0
0
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
—
4

0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
—
4

3
3
4
1
0
3
0
0
0
—
Totals
14
Referee—Conover. Umpire—Dunlap.
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30-32 North Sixth Street

For Electric Hardware Supplies

Plumbing and Heating
Established 35 years

Phone Crawford 2394
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Alumni
(Continued from page 27)

Let the Holloway Studio
solve your photo
problems.

Rose Polytechnic Students Who Like to
Save Money Always Buy Their Shirts,
Neckties, Underwear and o ther Furnishings
in Our Men's Shop!
First Floor-West Entrance

THE ROOT STORE

Zhe Printing
Shop Complete
for

'Publications, Catalogues, Labels
Business Forms
Advertising Campaigns
Engraving and Lithographing

Moore Langen
Printing and Publishing Co.
140 No. 6th Street
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not an applicant for the position
but will serve now that he is appointed.
Mr. Black went to Honolulu
in 1913 as engineer for the Waiahole Water Company to construct
a tunnel to improve the water
facilities of Honolulu and since
that time has been active in construction activities of that community. Later he was associated
with the rivers and harbors department of the U. S. Engineer's
office. His experiences have been
varied, apparently pleasant and
profitable.
Lester Glenn has invnited a queer machine.
the first of its type,
which sorts oranges. He has been
for some time in the employ of
the Florida Citrus Machine Company, Food Corp. of America at
Dunedin, Fla., and is now being
sent to Jaffa, Palestine, where he
expects to remain from six to
eight months installing his machines and teaching the operators
how to handle them.
His itinerary is interesting. He
will sail from New York January 10 on the Consulich Line, M.
S. Saturnia, to Naples, Italy,
thence to Brindisi, to Alexandria
and to Jaffa. We certainly do
wish Glenn success in this undertaking.

25

T. S. Cliff of Terre
0 Haute was married to
Miss Josephine Swope,
Haute, December
Terre
also of
for the Cliff
working
is
Cliff
26.
Boiler Works. For this young
couple, may the path be rosy
with happiness at every turn.

7

3

An inventor, H. T. M. Rice has
built a small gasoline motor for
his thirteen-foot canoe. Although
the cylinder has a capacity of less
than four cubic inches, the motor
will propel the craft, with three
persons in it, at six and a half
miles an hour.
Patience is bitter, but its fruit
—Rousseau.
sweet.
The Rose Technic

OXWELDING
SIMPLIFIES PIPING DESIGN

DESIGN STANDARDS FOR
OXWELDED PIPING
Any welded piping system, even in its most
complicated form, is a combination of a
few fundamental welding design details.
WELDED LINE JOINTS
Open Single Vee Butt Weld
Explanation of Design:
The Open Single Vee Butt Weld illustrated is the type of weld most extensively used for jointing steel pipe.
When properly made, it develops the
full strength of the pipe wall; it is easy
to make and of low cost.
Uses:

HE laying out of a piping system is materially
simplified by oxwelding. Where this method of
jointing is used, plans are not governed by the availability of standard fittings and the avoidance of specials.

T

The Open Single Vee Butt Weld is the
standard line joint and is recommended for standard, extra heavy and
double extra heavy piping, for all
services carrying all pressures to
which steel and wrought iron pipe are
subjected.
Specification:
When the Open Single Vee Butt Weld
is specified the following should be
included in the specification:
1The spacing between pipe ends,
• before tacking, shall he as given in
Table 1, page 11, "Design Standards
for Oxwelded Piping."

Oxwelding does not change the general design features. Size of pipe, method of suspension, provision
for expansion and contraction and location of turns,
branch connections, valves and other fittings are the
same as for other types of construction. Welded joints
and fittings are merely substituted to obtain increased
compactness, economy and serviceability.

4. Welds shall be built up to present

Under Procedure Control, welded piping construction may be undertaken with the same confidence in
a satisfactory result as older methods.

The above is excerpted from a ha4dbook on fundamental designs, titlki,
"Design Standards for Oxwelded Steel
and Wrought Iron Piping," published
by The Linde Air Products Company.
A copy of this handbook should be in
every architectural drafting room. It
is yours for the asking. Just fill in and
mail the coupon.

THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
General Offices • Carbide and Carbon Building, New York
68 Linde Oxygen Plants
157

Acetylene Warehouse Stocks
51 Prest-O-Lite Acetylene Plants
11.1.11 43 Apparatus Warehouse Stocks
175 Oxygen Warehouse Stocks
252 Union Carbide Warehouse Stocks
District Offices— Atlanta • Baltimore • Birmingham • Boston • Buffalo • Chicago • Cincinnati • Cleveland • Denver
Detroit • El Paso • Houston • Kansas City • Los Angeles • Memphis • Milwaukee • Minneapolis • New Orleans
New York • Philadelphia - Pittsburgh • St. Louis • Salt Lake City • San Francisco • Seattle • Tulsa

2Welds shall

be thoroughly fused
• to the joint edges and shall extend
completely to the bottom of the vee.

Welds shall have a minimum width
`•• of 21.j times the pipe wall thickness and shall be symmetrical with
respect to the center line of joint.
a gradual increase in thickness
from edge to center.
A. Thickness at the center of the
4
weld shall not be less than 1,
times the pipe wall thickness.

6The weld shall be of sound

metal
• free from laps, gas pockets, slag
inclusions or other defects.

Technical Publicity Dept., 12th Floor
205 East 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
Please send me a copy of your new book,
"Design Standards for Oxwelded Steel
and Wrought Iron Piping," which also explains procedure control for pipe welding
Name
Company

Position.

Street Address
City

State

DRIVING A RIVER UP A
SKYSCRAPER
CEVEN hundred and fifty gallons of water a

minute pouring out from three nozzles over
one thousand feet above the busy streets of
Manhattan—a small river driven skyward 77
stories—that's the service afforded by the G-E
motorized fire pumps of the famous Chrysler
building.
During a recent test these pumps developed a
pressure of 58 pounds per square inch at the
77th floor, or 422 pounds pressure per square
inch at the basement installation—a mighty
test for drive and pump alike. A stunt? No!
Such protection must be maintained as long as
needed—on a second's notice.
Such outstanding performance has won confidence for the hundreds of G-E products. This
confidence has been maintained largely through
the work of more than three decades of college
graduates who are members of the G -E
organization.

G-E 300-hp. motor driving a Le Courtenay fire Pump
located in the basement of the Chrysler building,
Neu. York City

95-832DH
JOIN US IN THE GENERAL ELECTRIC PROGRAM, BROADCAST EVERY SATURDAY EVENING ON A NATION-WIDE N.B.C. NETWORK

GENE

ELECT IC

